Product & Color Guide

The coatings systems for
residential and commercial
pools, fountains and ponds

Pool Paints
Fountain Paints

POOL PAINT SELECTOR
Hi-Build™ Epoxy Pool Paint

EPOXY COATINGS
Epoxy Coatings provide a
hard, tough, durable finish
with unsurpassed stain,
chemical and abrasion

EP™ Epoxy Pool Paint

resistance. Because of their
chemical cures, epoxies are
the coating of choice for
pools, spas and whirlpools.
These two component
coatings roll on easily.

DS™ Water-Based
Acrylic Pool Paint

WATER-BASED
ACRYLICS
Acrylic Coatings can be
applied to almost any painted
A-2™ Premium
Rubber-Based Paint

surface, will clean up with
soap and water, and are the
paint of choice where short
down times are critical.
Acrylic coatings can be
applied over a damp surface.

Type A™ Chlorinated Rubber

Wears faster than a solvent
based coating.

RUBBER-BASED
Pro 2000™ Chlorinated Rubber

Two types available –
chlorinated and synthetic.
Both offer excellent
performance, durability,
chemical resistance and color

retention. Formulated to
Ultra Pro 2000™ Low VOC Synthetic provide excellent hiding and
superior coverage rates. Easy
to apply. Excellent for pools,
fountains and ponds.
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Color
Selector
SURFACE COLORS

Aqua Green

Beach Beige

Dawn Blue

Edgewater Gray

Monument Gray

White

ACCENT COLORS

Black

Dark Blue

Royal Blue

Vermillion
RAMUC does NOT recommend painting full surface pool,
fountain or pond with dark or accent colors.

RAMUC POOL COPING
Coping Spray Paint™
Renew the vibrancy of pool coping
with Coping Spray Paint by RAMUC
Pool Specialty Coatings Systems. Avoid
expensive and time-consuming coping
removal by using RAMUC COPING SPRAY
to brighten, restore the appeal and protect
the existing coping material. Easy to use,
environmentally safe, and economical.
Gloss White Finish.

SURFACE PREPARATION
Prep is the keystone to great results - Why waste your time
painting if you haven’t prepared your surface properly? Know
your job is being done right with our world-class solution.

Clean & Prep Solution™
Used to clean and degrease while
simultaneously dissolving mineral
deposits, increasing porosity for good
adhesion on surfaces prior to painting.

www.ramucpoolpaint.com

Available at this fine dealer –

RAM138-0220

